Teachers please share this with your class and make notes on their ideas. Give these notes to your resident
school council member to bring to the next meeting.
Date of meeting
Absent members
Guests

8.11.17
N/A
N/A

Agenda
 Raising money at the Christmas Fair
Raising money at the Christmas Fair
How could we raise money to spend on our school? Here are our ideas for running a competition:
Lucky (carrot)
Fill a deep tray with sand. Get around 30 carrots (snowman noses), paint
Popular
dip
five of them gold on the end and those who pick out a golden carrot, win a
prize.
Choco cards
Lay one pack of cards out on a table, placing a wrapped chocolate on some
of the cards, with booby prizes or nothing on the others. The children
choose a card from another pack, and win whatever is on the
corresponding card.
Where in the
Display photos of landmarks from across the globe, zoomed in close, and
world is santa? run a quiz challenging people to identify the locations. Give prizes to those
who get five or more correct answers.
Sock game
Hang a variety of socks on a line or clothes horse and put small items into
Popular
each sock (such as a marble, comb, penny etc) and the children or adults
have to guess what is in each sock and write down what their guesses are
(have a pre-printed sheet with name, phone number and description of
each sock). The winner is the person who guesses all the items. Pull names
out of a hat if there is more than one person who guesses all correctly.
Hook a cracker
Get lots of crackers when on offer. Hole punch the crackers and attach a
paper clip, formed into a loop. Put the crackers into boxes, standing up, and
use 'hook a duck' sticks and charge 50p a go. The participants win every
time - a cracker!'
Reindeer
Line up 5 rubber ducks with pictures of Rudolph stuck to them. Children to CHOSEN 
skittles
throw 3 balls. If they knock down all of the reindeer they win a lucky dip
prize.
A coin for
Put a laminated (in case it gets wet) colour picture of Rudolf under a fish
rudolf
tank full of water. Rudolf's nose must be red and just big enough for the
largest size of coin to lie on it with a little room to spare. Players drop the
coin in and if it lands entirely on Rudolf's red nose then the player doubles
their money. No prizes are needed, as winners simply win money back.
Provide the stall minder with a towel for when they have to fish the money
out. This is a surprisingly difficult game that has adults and kids coming
back to play again and again!

Helping out at the Christmas Fair
Letters given to all children for times they can help on the School Council Stall at the Christmas Fair.
Agendas for the next meetings
 Finalise the running of the stall at the fair

